
Release Notes for 11/2/2017 WISEid/WISEstaff Production Release  

(Core Apps Team Sprint 147 2-Week Work Cycles) 
 

Feature Title Notes 

WISEid: Errors fixed on WISEid Person Edit UI (Part #2)  We fixed a bug where if you edited a 
WISEid Person and clicked Canceled, when 
you reopened it to do further edits, it 
would look like the old, canceled values 
were still there.  They were just 
temporarily cached. 

WISEid: Now showing Change Request history and 
comments on Possible Duplicate Review Screen  

When DPI CST reviews Potential 
Duplicates, they will now be able to see 
any Change Requests related to each 
person to help make better choices in 
selecting the surviving record. 

WISEstaff: Added/Updated Assignment FTE limit 
validation 

We created a first-level validation to reject 
an Assignment Upload row and display as 
errors when FTE exceeds 3.0. 

WISEstaff: Resolved Assignment Upload Fault issue  DeForest & Northland Pines experienced 
faults caused by us missing the maximum 
FTE value validation. This has been fixed. 

WISEstaff: Cleared Info messages button creates 
unnecessary message 

We fixed a bug on the Validate Staff Data 
page when the Clear Non-Required Data 
button was run because sometimes a 
system error would appear when it 
shouldn’t. 

WISEstaff: EPIC Data Quality Check #00 – Part 5 
Roadmap created agency boxes to indicate step 
completion 

On the Annual Staff Collection Roadmap, 
the checkboxes for steps that each district 
must track on their own (because we can’t 
calculate them) were not clickable. We 
changed the setting for checkboxes to 
store per district per year, so now as you 
complete these, you should check them to 
indicate you have completed these steps. 

WISEstaff: Removed Classes columns from Download 
Assignments file 

We have stopped collecting the number of 
classes related fields in the Assignment 
Upload, so we removed them from the 
Manage Staff Data downloads for the 
current and previous years. 



WISEstaff: Contract UI Delete button now clears out 
Fringe Benefits field 

We fixed a bug where when you clicked 
the Delete button for Contracts, the Fringe 
Benefit value would show a value.  It was 
not real and was just in the browser cache. 

WISEstaff: 16-17 Audit Results are now showing. All years with audit results published will 
now show in the application.  It was 
previously limited to active collection year. 

 


